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 The main purpose of the modelling was to understand what nominal HV setting to use, and 

how much gain we have in reserve. As the gain of the PMT’s drops over years of use, we'll want 

to increase the HV. At some point that will no longer be possible because we’ll exceed the 

rating of something in the base or the PMT.  

   These PMTs have an unusually wide range of gains at fixed voltage, over one order of 

magnitude.  (See Figures below. The second is a zoomed version.)  On these plots I’ve included 

only 3 of the PMTs measured by Simona Malace and her team. Some of the tubes have close to 

the catalog behavior, some have much higher gain, and some have much lower gain. We 

assume for now that this spread in gains is real and not due to errors in base assembly because 

the divider currents agree well at the same voltage.   

   The first question is, “What is the nominal operating HV?” Since these scintillators are 

thinner than those in the HMS, I’ll assume a nominal gain of 1E7. Although a typical PMT 

achieves 1E7 gain at about 1325V, the necessary voltage for these PMTs would range widely, 

from 975V to 1675V.  

  The second question is, “What is the maximum HV?” I'm taking the nominal HV max as “the 

lower of 2300V or when the PMT reaches the manufacturer’s maximum gain rating of 3x107”.   

There is nothing in the base that will burn out even with the full 3kV maximum of our CAEN 

supplies. However, above 2300V the Vmax for K-D1 will be exceeded. Note that even at this HV, 

we are still well below the 3mA maximum output current from the CAEN HV supplies. A 

complication arises from the wide spread in intrinsic gains of the PMTs. Even before 2300V, the 

majority have the potential to reach such high gain that they become unstable due to feedback 

and eventually damage themselves.   

The next question is, “How much gain reserve do we have?”  Even for a worst-case low gain 

PMT, it looks like we have an order of magnitude reserve. I.e., at the maximum HV of 2300V, 

the projected gain is ~1x108 while the nominal operating gain is 1x107. This is more than 3 half-

lives. If we keep the anode currents low and avoid Helium poisoning, these PMTs may last the 

lifetime of the facility.  
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The output files contained in this same Hall C docDB entry are  

 SHMSscintHodoET9214BGainvsVoltageModel_longoutput.dat   

 SHMSscintHodoET9214BGainvsVoltageModel_shortoutput.dat   

 SHMSscintHodoGainvsVoltage.pdf 

 SHMSscintHodoGainvsVoltageZoomed.pdf 

 SHMShodoGainvsVoltage.xlsx    

 

Comments:  

 For a high/average/low gain PMT near the nominal operating point of 1x107, every 

additional 100V increases the gain by a factor of roughly x2.5/x2/x1.4.  

 

 The base is a gain-optimized divider. The chosen resister values provide a relatively low 

divider current of only ~0.25mA at the nominal HV setting.  I anticipate the divider 

contribution to the gain stability will be adequate until the rate surpasses 100 

KHz/paddle. (E.g., if a single paddle sees a 100KHz rate at 1x107 gain with 50 pe’s per 

PMT, then the anode current will be 8muA or 3.2% of the divider current.) 

Methods:  

        My program GvsV_version6.f was used to model the gain.  It assumes the gain for each 

active stage is given by gi = βVi
α . With some tedious algebra, I extract the two parameters α 

and β from the manufacturer’s curve for the Divider A (or “standard divider”). The base we are 

using was built by JMU. It is what I would call a “gain optimized, resistive divider”, equivalent to 

voltage divider model C36A on the ET9214B data sheet.  (See table below with differences 

highlighted in red.)    

 

 k-d1 d1-d2 d2-d3 d3-d4 d4-d5 d5-d6 d6-d7 d7-d8 d8-d9 d9-
d10 

d10-
d11 

d11-
d12 

d12-
anode 

Our 
base 

3R 1R  1R 1R 1R 1R 1R 1R 1R 1R 1R 1R 1R 

Divider 
A 

300V 1R 1R 1R 1R 1R 1R 1R 1R 1R 1R 2R R 
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